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1. Introduction

In practice the problem of estimation of parameters of a heterogeneous
population^ is encountered on many occasions, specially in the pro
duction of items on a large scale by a single machine or a group of
machines producing similar types of articles, where the chance of an
item to be defective may be attributed not only to one cause but
several causes, for example, the defective material, defective machines,
human error, etc. The Poisson distribution, as is well known, is the
appropriate mathematical model for representing such type of data
as the number of defects in a manufactured product, R is, thus, of
interest to the quality control engineers and research workers who are
offen confronted with the problem like that of estimating means and
variances of the number of defectSj^ particularly when samples are

'either truncated or censored.^ To simplify this an attempt has been
made in this paper to work out certain devices for determining the
means and the variances from a censored sample taken from a mixture
of two Pbissonian sub-po'pulatibns"mixed in ah unknown proportion,

/72"where is the complement of p^. The more general case has
^also been considered in Section 6. The causes here are assumed to

be independent.

The estimates of the parameters have been obtained by the method
of maximum likelihood. The solution of the equations is arrived at
with' the help of iterative process by using Tables of Poisson Distri
bution by Tosio Kitagawa.® The information matrix is given for
evaluating the standard errors of the estimates. To illustrate the
practical application of the results a numerical example is added at
the end of the paper. -
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2. The Population Model

Let the parent population be composed of two sub-populations
mixed in the proportion mentioned above, each following the Poisson
distribution. The variate = 2) of the z-th sub-population is
assumed to have the cumulative distribution function,

^,{c) = \- S ^i{x)
» = fl+l

where

, 0^x<oo. (2.1)

If Pi be the proportion of units pertaining to (c) and to
then the population model may be written as

$ (C) = (C) + (c) (2.2)

and the density function

^ (c) = (c) + p42 (c) (2.3)

and also

A, = \-<l>,{c) ' \. (2.4)
A=\-^{c) (2.5)

where A is the probability that a unit falls outside the range (0 —c),
c is the censored point.

3. The Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Given a random sample of size n, the probability density of i\
units belonging to (c), units belonging to (Pg (c) and (n —/•)
units falling outside the range (0 — c), may be written as

P iru i2,(n - r)ln)

=,Y]7J^7)! r/'2^2(c)]^
'•='i + ''2- (3.1)

The conditionar density of ordered observations a-,j, ... x^,., given
/'i is

i\\ n
P (x,^, x,^, ... x,,./rO = ~ (3.2)
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The likelihood function may now be written as

where

L = Kn <!>, {x„) n
i=i i=i

nl

{n-y)\-

(3.3)

(3.4)

Taking log of (3.3) and differentiating with respect to Wj, and
we get

7>mi m-y A

3 log L
1>m2

= 'i _ 'i - 'L^ [CP, (c) - 0, (c)]
^Pi Pi Pi ^

, /•2^2 ^ n-r pA(c) (3.5)

On equating each of (3.5) to zero, the estimating equations.are
attained as

nil

m, =

Pi'-

Pi +

/'2^2-^
^ }\A - (n - r)

rA

(n-/-)[^i(c)-^2(c)]

)\A

+ 1

T = 0
(„_,)[^,(C)-(P2(C)]

(3.6)

where ih^, and pi are the corresponding estimates of nti, nti and
/jj, the population parameters.

The solution of equations (3.6) is illustrated in Section 5.

4. Precision of Estimates

To determine the asymptotic values of variances and covariances
of the estimates the information symmetric matrix I(mi, mj.jjo is given
below which on inversion will give us the .standard errors of the esti
mates :
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hmi,mj, j))

where

Aii =
-Wl

~7 ^12

P2h

1 I.2^3

^23

^33 —

—

+ {^l(c)-^.(c)p

Xx

fx

- Pi Pi.

hxi=PiP4iic)<l>iic)- (4-5)

h3 = [^2 (^^) - C^;)] Pi<i>i ic) - A<1>, (c). (4.6)

^23 = [^2 (c) - (c)]/72«^2 (c) + A<l>, (c). (4.7)

5. A Numerical Example

A random sample of size, n = 4981 is taken from Tables of Pois-
son Distribution by Tosio Kitagawa^ which is constituted of two sub-
samples with ffj, = 5, 7772 = 7. Let the subsample (1). be due to some
known cause and the subsample (2) due to some unknown cause.
The censored point c is taken at 8. The data of Tables I and II
yield the following:

i\ =2314; =1819; r =4133

= 10837; r^X2 = 10474; n - r = 848

*1 =4-68; X2 =5-76; =0-46

Table I

Defects due to known cause

1

84

2

211

3

351

4

439

5

439

6

366

7

261

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

163
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Table II

Defects due to unknown cause

Xa 1 2 3 4 5 6 • 7 8

/a 16 56 130 226 ,319: 373 373 326

Starting with the first set of approximations given above, the sub
sequent five approximations are determined from equations (3.6) by
the use of iterative process. The results are given in Table III.

Table III

No. -
Iterated values

Wi ma Pi

1 5-19 7-89 0-44

2 4-91 6-71 • 0^50

3 5-06 7-09 0-50

4 5-03 6-99 0-50

5 5-03 6-99 0-50

The oscillatory and converging tendency of the results, as it looks
from Table III, is a sufficient indication to throw light upon the
accuracy of the estimates.

6. The More General Population Model

Consider a mixture of M Poissonian sub-populations mixed in
M

proportions Pz- .. • p^, where 0</7<<l and
i-X

Let the cumulative distribution function of the /-th sub-population
be C?i(c, Wj) which is independent of the proportion /?<. The cumu
lative distribution function of the parent popidation then may be written
as

M

^(c, Wi, OTa, ... mj = 27 Pi,^i{c, nii). (6.1)
i=i
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A random sample of size n is drawn from this general mixture and
censored at the point c. Let be the number of measured observa-

M

tions belonging to the z-th sub-population, where S = r, then the

likelihood function may be written as

M n T-.

L = K n Pi'* n (xij) n ... ri 4,^(x,„.) a"-' (6.2)
t=i y=i j=i j=i

where

^ = 1 —^ (c, Wj, 7«2, ... wj (6.3)

and

^=(^r (6-4)
Following the procedure adopted in Section 3, the estimating equa
tions are

w.- = —^^ i = \, 2, ... M 'i-iA - (« - (c)'

t=i

fM

•5 / = 1, 2, ... M-l
Pi Pm '

(6.5)

The required estimates ntf and pi can be obtained by solving 2M — 1
equations of (6.5) simultaneously, which will give us 2M — 1 un-

M

knowns. The remaining p can be had from the relation 2? = 1.

7. SXMMARY

This paper deals with the problem of estimation of parameters
from a heterogeneous population which is constituted of two or more
sub-populations each following Poisson distribution. Maximum likeli
hood equations are derived for obtaining the estimates. Informa
tion matrix is given for evaluating the standard errors of the estimates.
To illustrate the practical application of the results a numerical example
has also been discussed.
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